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(ABSTRACT)

By placing two similar input transparencies adjacent to

each other in the same plane, and illuminating them with

coherent light, it is possible to create parallel fringes

that will modulate the composite Fraunhofer diffraction

pattern of the two input objects. The power spectrum of the

combined inputs, i.e. test and reference signal Fourier

transform, is analyzed for regularity of the fringe pattern.

The method of interference used on input with small

rotational errors and on relatively large displacements of

the input does not affect the recognition capabilities of

the system. This optical method is useful for making rapid

pattern comparisons, where the signal to noise ratio is

large.
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I. INTRODUCTION E

1.1 Purpose of Study

The problem of pattern recognition analysis has been

studied using various optical systems whose complexities

and input preparation can vary considerably. The inter-

ference method used in research for pattern comparison

employs a minimum of preparation of the input test and

reference patterns in order to obtain viable results. This

system will be used to compare input transparencies of

diatoms that were used also in pattern recognition studies

using the matched spatial filtering technique. The method

of comparison by optical interference will be enhanced

because the output will be digitized and recorded into a

micro—computer. Also, mathematical averaging of the Fourier
I transform output will enhance the recorded fringe detail

from which periodicity of the fringes can be determined.

1.2 Review of Literature

One procedure of determining whether two patterns are

alike utilizes the technique of spatial filtering in the

Fourier transform plane.l In this case, a reference signal

is first recorded holographically in order to create a

"matched" filter for use in autocorrelation analysis. The

test signal whose pattern is to be compared to the reference

-]_-
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signal is placed in the input plane, which is the front
I

focal plane of the lens. The reference filter must be

accurately placed in the Fourier transform plane - any

displacement from its optimum position severely degrades the

performance of the system.2 The, similarity of different

types of diatoms was studied by Almeidag and coworkers using

this method. The same diatom species will be used for

pattern comparison by interferometry, using an optical

system inspired by the spatial filter method.

A simpler method proposed by Rau4 uses two inputs

simultaneously and requires no holographically made

filters. In this method for detection of differences in

optical patterns, one records the diffraction pattern of the

two input signals simultaneously on a photographic plate,

then Fourier transforms this record. The advantage of

transforming the diffraction distribution is that the

position information at the front focal plane of the lens is

transformed to a linear phase function at the back focal

plane. In the output plane, if the input test and reference

signal are separated by a distance wider than the middle of

the test signal to the middle of the reference signal when

placed side by side, the autocorrelation and cross-

correlation functions are separated in the output. If it

is assumed that the input distributions are more alike than

different, then the autocorrelation function is the largest
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term in the output. Unfortunately, this system is really

still a "two-step" process in which one must photograph and

develop the combined Fourier transform pattern of the input,

then use the resulting transparencies to arrive at results

that can be analyzed for correlation.

Rau later came up with a real-time processing

. technique.5 Here, the resulting diffraction pattern from

vthe test and reference signals is detected with a vidicon

which converts the spatial function to a temporal function.

The temporal function is then Fourier transformed

electronically to derive the correlation functions of the

two input distributions. If the target (test or reference

signal) is large spatially with respect to the field of view

to be searched, one must be certain that the phase term

included in the output distribution because of the positions

of input in the front plane is of high enough frequency to

carry the modulation bandwidth. The terms of interest in

the output are modulated by spatial frequencies

corresponding to the distance between the input

distributions. In this case, the separation between inputs

must 'be at least twice the extent of the reference

distribution. The above requirement places restrictions on

the size of input. Rau's ideas are applicable to the

. interferometric method of pattern comparison as an extra

step of analysis (see chapter V).
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Instead of making a Fourier transform of input twice or

more, before analyzing the results, a simpler analysis can

be made after the first Fourier transform. By causing

coherent interference between two images, the difference in
the two can be detected by comparing the visibility of

fringes, which are formed by interference. The process of

image comparison by interference used by Cathey and Doidgeö

incorporated a modified Mach-Zender interferometer to

coherently superimpose the images. This system of

comparison is conceptually similar to the method that will

be used for this thesis. An input transparency is placed in.

each arm of the interferometer and by varying the phase in

one arm, the fringes that are superimposed on the final

scene can be moved, making the areas of difference more

. obvious. If the two input transparencies are to be of the

same object or scene with only a few differences or changes,

in the area of difference there is a change in the

visibility of the fringes - they have less contrast.

Modulation of the fringes at a frequency high compared to

the time needed to scan one resolution cell causes output of

a cathode—ray scanning tube or vidicon in the final image

plane to be amplitude modulated at that frequency. By

searching for areas where the modulation changes, the

detector can find where one image differs from the other. ‘
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The problem with this system is that it requires the images

to be illuminated with the same intensity, because a

difference in the relative illumination causes overall

reduction in fringe visibility.

A conceptually similar but technically even simpler

method for discerning test/reference pattern similarity is

H. Weinberger and U. Almi's interference method.7 Two

similar images placed side by side in the front focal plane

of a Fourier transforming lens in a coherent beam will

create a Fraunhofer diffraction pattern in the back focal

plane which might contain fringes analogous to those of

Young's double slit experiment. The existence and

regularity of the fringes is dependent on the similarity of

the images. No further transformations are necessary in

order to see if the input images are similar. One can

visually analyze the fringes on the spot in real—time, or

photograph the fringe pattern for analysis later.

H. Weinberger's interference method for pattern

comparison will be used in this thesis with improvements as

to the location of the input transparencies and including

digital analyses on a micro-computer. The input test and

reference signals will be placed behind the transform lens

to include high spatial frequencies of the images which



-6-mighthave been clipped by the limitation of the aperture of
the lens when the input was placed in the front focal
plane.

II. OPTICAL FOURIER TRANSFORM THEORY

2.1 Introduction

Mathematical Fourier analysis is an efficient way of

expressing optical processes in terms of spatial

frequencies. Since the illumination used in this optical
system is spatially coherent, it is applicable to describe

the light as a spatial distribution of a complex—valued

field amplitude.8 The theory of the interference method of

pattern comparison is based on Fraunhofer diffraction.

Since the Fourier transform is in fact a Fraunhofer
diffraction pattern, Fourier mathematics becomes a useful

tool for describing what is happening optically.

2.2 Fourier Transforming Properties of Lenses

The Fourier transform of a complex function f(x,y) can

be defined by

ny>]dxdy S n <l>
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where x and y are two independent variables, xf and yf are

spatial coordinates of the frequency plane) and 5 and q are

two independent variables referred to as frequencies.

The inverse Fourier transform of F(5,q) is f(x,y),

exp [12w <€x + ny>1d€dn - C2)

The forms of the transform and its inverse are very

similar, differing only in the sign of the exponent in the

integrand. There are certain conditions that the functions
‘ used in Fourier transforms must meet in order for the

Fourier transform to be meaningful. These "existence

conditions" and some special mathematical properties of

Fourier transforms including the convolution,

autocorrelation and cross—correlation functions, are

presented in Appendix A.

One of the most useful characteristics of a converging

lens is its ability to perform two·dimensional Fourier

transformations. Coherent optical processors usually utilize

the converging lens in such a way that the object to be

transformed is placed in front of the lens. If an object

transparency is a distance d in front of the lens and

illuminated by a normally incident plane wave of amplitude

A, the amplitude transmittance of the object can be
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transform spectrum of light transmitted by the object. For

this mathematical treatment, consider the Fourier transform

lens to be a "thin" lens. A subscript of f is placed on any

variable in the back focal plane of the lens. The field

distribution in the back focal plane, Uf, may be written as

ik d 2 2¤f<xf,yf> — A exp[ 2f <1 — f><xf + yf>] Fowq) j (3)
ixf

which yields

Uf<xf„yf>=A exp [gd - E><x§ +
y§>]H‘

2f f to(x,y)exp[ -i21r(x§ + yr;)]dxdy, (4)

ixf

assuming Fresnel approximations are valid for propagation

over d and a pupil function of 1 (no vignetting).8

One should note there is a phase factor in this

transform. It vanishes for the very special case of d=f;

then Uf(§,q) is an exact Fourier transform relation. This

would seem to be the reason why typical coherent optical

processors place the input object in the front focal plane

of the lens.

i>
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Unfortunately, a lens has a finite aperture. The

Vignetting effect is the limitation of the light transmitted

from the object by the lens aperture. Vignetting of the

object is minimized when the aperture of the lens is much

larger than the object and when the object is placed close

to the lens. It is often more convenient to place the

object in the front focal plane where the Fourier transform

is exact, but perhaps limited by vignetting.

If the object is placed behind the lens (fig.1) and

again has transmittance to, then a spherical wave converging

toward the back focal plane is incident on the object. The

amplitude of the spherical wave incident on the object is

(Af/d) using the geometric-optics approximation. If the

circular lens has a diameter of 2, then a circular region of

· the object with a diameter equal of (2d/f) is illuminated.

It is essential that the full object aperture is

illuminated, otherwise a term for the resulting pupil

function must be included to limit the field distribution.

With a paraxial approximation for the spherical wave that

illuminates the object, and assuming Fresnel diffraction

from the object plane to the back focal plane, the focal

plane amplitude can be shown as

ik 2 2 °° .
Uf(xf,yf)-

A yf)] (5)
ikf d
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trausform lens input plane back focal plane
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Figure 1. Object Placed Behind the Fourier
Transform Lens



This equation is basically the same result as that of the

object placed in front of the lens, except there is an

advantage. The scale of the Fourier transform is

under control by the placement of the object between the

lens and back focal plane. By placing the object closer to

the lens, the spatial size of the transform is increased.

If the transparency is placed close to the lens, such

that d=f, a close approximation to the exact Fourier

transform is observed.

If an inexpensive convex lens has to be used for

Fourier tranforming images, placing the object behind the

lens can save on costs. Big lenses that are not special

Fourier lenses corrected for aberrations can be very

expensive, whereas a smaller lens can be used for this

system without loss of information of the spatial

frequencies. Such a converging beam set-up is described by

S.Puang-ngern and S.P. Almeida.1O

III. PATTERN COMPARISON BY INTERFERENCE

3.1 Introduction p
A simpler method for determining the similarity of

images shall be described in depth. This chapter will

discuss the theory and mathematics used for pattern

comparison by interference. E

-11- ä
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When waves meet obstructions, they are „ able to

bend around them as long as the wavelength is about the same

dimension or larger than the obstruction. When light waves

pass through an aperture or are blocked in part by an

obstacle, they spread beyond the limit of the geometric

shadow of the obstruction by an effect called diffraction.

Various parts of the wavefront which propagate past the

aperture interfere with each other to produce an energy

density distribution pattern. There really is no physical

distinction between the phenomena known as interference and

diffraction. It seems to be proper to use the term

"interference" when speaking of the superposition of only a

few waves, and "diffraction" when working with a large

number of waves - even though there exists multiple-beam

"interference" and "diffraction" gratings, both treating

large numbers of waves. The term "interference" shall be

used to describe what the light does in the region where

diffraction patterns from each aperture overlap.

3.2 Interference Theory

Thomas Young, in 1802, performed an experiment in which

the interference of light diffracted from two separated

pinholes was observedll. The incident collimated light

illuminates a single pinhole to initially create a spherical

wavefront. The two pinholes then sample the wavefront and
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diffract two secondary phase-related spherical waves. An

observation screen placed where the waves overlap shows an

alternating bright and dark interference pattern, with

fringes running perpendicular to the direction of the line

joining the centers of the two diffracting pinholes.

Young's experimental set-up and the method of pattern

interference can be grouped with the wavefront-splitting

interferometric devices, in contrast with the

amplitude-splitting variety which includes the Michelson

interferometer.

As a simplified example of two identical patterns,

two slits illuminated by a unit-amplitude, normally incident

plane wave can serve as input functions. It is possible to

determine the intensity distribution in the Fraunhofer

diffraction pattern using Fourier theory.8 The amplitude

transmittance of one rectangular aperture can be given as

x+b/2 y
tl(x,y) =- rect (T-) rect (T ) (6)

where the constants X and Y are the respective widths of the

aperture in the x and y directions (see fig. 2). Since

each slit is illuminated by a unit-amplitude, monochromatic

plane wave, the transmittance function, t, is equal to the

superposition of the field distribution across both slits.

Assuming b is the distance from the center of the first slit
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ZFigure2. Double—Slit Interference with the Resulting
Fraunhofer Diffraction Distribution.
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the center of the second slit, the shift from the origin
s

of the system is taken care of in t. The transmittance for

both slits can be described by

(7)¤<x„y> - tl<x+b/2„y> + ¤2<x·b/2„y>-

x+b/2 y x-b/2 y
t(x,y) - U(x,y) = rect(———-—) rect (—) + rect (—————)rect(—), so (8)

X Y X Y

+b 2 -b 2
U(x,y) - rect(X)[rect(§——£—)+rect(§——£— . (9)

Y X X

If the observation screen is a distance z away from the

slits, in the region of Fraunhofer diffraction, where

k(x2 + y2) 21: (10)
z > > ———-————- max , k — ——

2 A

the observed field distribution can be written as8

exp(ikz)exp[(ik/2z)(x% + y%)]U(xf„yf) = F{U(X„Y)} (ll)
1ÄZ

where F{U(x,y)} is the Fourier Transform of the aperture

distribution evaluated at frequencies of

X Y€
· —£ „ n - —§-

Az Az

Since
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e

F{U(x,y)} = XY sir1c(Yr;)[sinc(X§)e + sinc(X§)e ] (12)

the expression for the field distribution becomes

ik 22U(xf,yf)=·exp(ikz)exp[?(xf+ yf)]XYsinc(X§)sinc(Yq)[e + e ] (13)
z

The intensity is found by squaring the complex amplitude:

X2Y2
I(xf,yf)-|U(xf,yf)‘2 -· I2-ez sinc2(X§)sinc2(Yr;)[4 cos2(1rb§)]. (14)

z

One can see that the flux-density distribution is a

combination of a rapidly varying double-slit interference

system modulated by a single—s1it diffraction pattern. The

interference factor of cos2(«b§) is the term that creates

the fringes of interest.

3.3 Generalized Double-Aperture Interference

Not surprisingly, the mathematics for a generalized

two-aperture system is very similar to the double-slit case.

The transmittance function t(x,y) becomes obviously more

complex. Since the patterns' centers are displaced by a

distance b, the transmittance will be described by

b b
t(x,y) - tl(x +

E
,y) + t2(x · E

, y). (15)
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If the two-aperture system is placed into the system of _

figure 1, a few changes must be made to the equations for é

the double - slit case. The apertures are illuminated by a ,

spherical wavefront instead of a plane wave, so a phase Q

factor is included in the term for amplitude transmittance. Ä

Due to the decrease in the size of z to a finite distance E
equal to the focal length of the lens, z is equal to f. The E

field distribution adjusted for these differences becomes

mA (’k 2£)( 2+ g] f b b

exp[-21ri(x{ + y17)]dxdy, where { - g , rp =- . (16)

When the test and reference patterns are identical,

b b
t2(x - — ,y) - tl(x — — ,y) and equation (16) becomes

2 2

Aexp[<ik/2f)<x% + y§>1U<xf.yf> = ————7;———————— F{¤l<x,y>}<1 + exp i2¤b€> C17)
l

One can then record the combined intensity pattern

with a square—law detector so that the pattern is described

with intensity of

2 A2 2 *I<xf„yf> - U<xf,yf> - Egg; eeee <«b€>Fttl<x„y)} F {¤l<x,y>}- (18)
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The interference factor cos2(¤bE) Vöhishee fer the Vel¤eS of

Zxxfb—;E——
- (2n + 1)« (19)

and is independent of yf. One can observe that the

interference factor is identical to that of the double-slit

case, and as before, a system of parallel fringes can be

detected in the output plane.

The test signal may contain the same pattern as the

reference signal and also include other background

information such as random or non-random noise, and still

create the fringe pattern. The effect of adding random

noise to the test signal is to change the contrast between

the minima and maxima of the fringes.7 The diffraction

pattern of a non-random background signal might be highly

structured, and this would destroy the regularity of the

fringes. The regularity of the interference fringes may be

disturbed in some regions of the output plane but not in

others.7 The mathematical description of noise would add the

background signal as a term n(x,y) to the amplitude function

transmittance, so that

t(x„y) = tl(x + (b/2).y) + t2(x - (b/2),y) + ¤(x„y)- (20)
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Again, if the test and reference patterns are similar,

t2(X · (b/2),Y) = ’Cl(X * (b/2),Y)(21)so
equation (20) becomes Ä

¤(><„y>-¤l(><„y> + n(x,y) and (22)

AikfU(xf„yf>
- a a [(1 + a )1l(E.n)+N(€.n)] „

(23)wharaTl(€„n)
- F{tl(x„y)}. N(€,n) - F{n(x,y)} •(24)The

pattern which is recorded is described by Ä

A2 2 2 4c¤s (¤b§)(|Tl| + (1 — 1ca¤«b»3)Re(T N) + (1; - 1ca¤«bg)• 5

Im(T*N)} + |N|2]. (25)

The noise term encroaches upon the term that modulates the

interference factor of cos2(«b§) and adds the total

diffraction pattern of n(x,y) to the equation. While n(x,y)

can be either totally random noise or a distinct background

signal, the fringes due to the interference of similar

diffraction patterns should still be detectable. In the

actual experiment in chapter IV, two identical diatom

patterns share the illuminating beam with a third pattern

that is distinctively another species of diatom.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Materials and Equipment

The test and reference patterns were transparencies of

five diatom species originally used for pattern comparison

work in a matched spatial filter system,3 Navicula,

Nitzschia, Gamphonema, Rhoicosphenia, and Cymbella. These

species are distinctive in pattern, and yet most are

symmetric about one or two axes.

Almeida,l2 et.al, experimentally determined that dark

field transparencies with bright objects serve as the best

input source for patterns comparison. The dark field

background suppresses the dc component in the transform

plane, therefore improving visibility of low spatial

frequency signals that would be blocked otherwise by the

zero—order light. In this experiment, dark—field input

was used; although a clear background with opaque object

patterns should also work, however, this would yield a

considerable increase in background noise.

It is possible to use two transparencies in the optical

system, but for simplicity in determining the separation of

the two patterns, b, both patterns were recorded onto a

single film transparency. The original high contrast

negative contains each of the five diatom patterns. Several
I

u:I
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photographic prints were made of each pattern using

polycontrast rapid II photographic paper and Dektol

developer. All figures were cut out and placed in pairs,

side by side on a white mounting board. Kodalith film then

recorded each pair such that each pattern can be compared

with itself and all others. The film was developed using

Kodak Kodalith developer. The actual optical system for

pattern comparison by interferometry can be seen in figure

3. A spatial filter and collimator ·expanded and made

parallel the 632.8 nm wavelength laser beam. The expanded

beam illuminated the Fourier transform lens, which has a

diameter of 13cm and focal length of about 66cm. The lens

converged the laser light through the transparency, and the

observation screen or photographic film was placed at the

back focal plane of the lens to display the combined

Fraunhofer diffraction pattern. The photographs of the

power spectrum were then recorded with Kodak Tri-X pan film

and developed with Kodak D-19 developer.

4.2 Self-Comparison and Cross-Comparison Results

Figures 4 through 6 illustrate the fringe pattern

evident for identical test and reference patterns and

display how dissimilar patterns yield a combined intensity

pattern basically void of fringe structure. These

qualitative results produced an analagous conclusion to the
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experiment performed by Almeida3, et.al using the same

diatom species for auto- and cross-correlation studies using

the matched spatial filter method of comparison. Even on

visual inspection, all similar test and reference patterns,

had a combined Fourier transform with interference fringes

modulating throughout the distribution.

The criteria for determining the threshold of

similarity of two diatoms depends on the regularity of the

fringes or uniformity of fringe spacing, fringe count, and

fringe contrast.7 The regularity of fringes can be

determined by measuring the spacing of the fringes from dark

band to dark band, across the xf·axis and through the center
of the pattern, if possible. Also, the actual number of

fringes visible, or fringe count, can be found for each

test, reference combined interference pattern. One should

note that the spacing of the fringes is directly related to

the separation distance (b) of the input by the relation of

equation (19).

A fringe count was accomplished visually for each

combination of patterns. Also, the regularity of the fringe

pattern was determined for each pair by measuring the

spacing between each dark band for ten fringe bands. The
~

results are presented in figure 7. Structured noise added to

the input of two similar diatom figures, in the form of a

1
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TABLE: INTERFERENCE FRINGE COUNT AND FRINGE SPACING
Diatom b Count Fringe Sgacing (mm}
Gamphonema 0.8mm 66 1.31.3 1.21.21.21.01.31.2 1.2
Gamghonema
Navicula 1.2mm 106 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8
Navicula
Nitzschia 0.8m 76 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.2
Nitzschia
Cymbella 1.2m 73 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8
Cygbella
Rhoicosphenia 1.5mm 67 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6
Rhoicosphenia ‘
Gamphonema 1.0mm 2 0.8
Navicula
Gamphonema 0.8m 0
Nitzschia

‘

Gamphonema 0.8mm 0
Cygbella
Gamphonema 1.0mm 2 0.6
Rhoicosghenia
Navicula 1.0mm 34-partial
Nitzschia
Navicula 1.0m 2 0.4
Cygbella
Navicula 1.2m 0
Rhoicosghenia
Nitzschia 0.8mm 0 ‘
Cygbella
Nitzschia 1.4mm 2 0.4
Rhoicosghenia
Cymbella 1.0mm distorted
Rhoicosghenia

NOTE: Diatoms used in the photographs are labeled by the following,

DIATOM LABEL
Gamphonema ............ (1)
Navicula .............. (2)
Nitzschia ............. (3) _

Cymbella .............. (4)

Rhoicosphenia ......... (5)

Figure 7. Table of Interference Fringe Count And Fringe Spacing
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different species of diatom, still produced a weak fringe

pattern in the Fourier transform plane. The appearance of

some low order fringes shows that some similarity exists

between input patterns (see fig.8). In the presence of

noise, thresholds for similarity should be lowered.

4.3 Translational & Rotational Effects

The diatom species cymbella is used as an input pair to

show the effect of translational and rotational displacement

of the test pattern on the ability of the system to create

the fringe pattern. A large drawback with the spatial

filter method of comparison is the effect any small

translation or rotation of the input reference filter has on

correlation ability. Any deviation from the optimum

position of the filter degrades the system of comparison.2

The interference method of pattern comparison allows

for translational motion in several directions. Figure 9

shows the diatoms displaced by 1.6 mm and 1.8 mm in the

direction of separation. This separation had no effect on

the regularity of fringes, but as the distance between test

and reference signal increases, the detectability of fringeh

spacing becomes more difficult. For example, when two slits

are separated by a large distance, perhaps, greater than
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b, the fringes are very closely spaced. It might become

difficult to resolve the fringes if the separation is too

great, but this is a limitation only on the detector used.

The fringes are still there.

If there exists a translation similar to that of fig.

10, a vertical translation in the input plane, the two

patterns will cause the light to interfere and produce

fringes at an angle to the vertical. The fringe pattern is

rotated in the output plane the same amount, 0, that the

diatom pattern is displaced in the input plane. So the

effect of displacing an input pattern vertically in the

input plane on the fringe pattern is the rotation of the

fringe pattern, which is expected from the mathematics of

equation (16). If the patterns are not separated by the

x—translational distance of b, but instead are separated by

an x-translation combined with a y-axis translation, the

resulting angle made by the fringes with the y-axis of the

output is just 0. The diatom cymbella was displaced along

the y-axis distance of 0.5mm, 1.2mm and 2.0mm to test the

angle of rotation. The corresponding 0 angles are 23°,45°,

60°. Fringes can be observed for all cases (see fig. 11).

To see whether or not the system could detect the

difference between a signal and its symmetric inverse, a

signal and its inverse were placed side by side in the input
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Figure 10. Vertical and Horizontal Translation of Two
General Objects
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plane and did not show any fringe structure in the output

plane (see fig.12). This shows that the interference method

for pattern comparison can tell the difference between

inverses, for example, the letters b and d are inverses.

To test rotational tolerances, cymbella was rotated

through 8°, 16°, and 30° to see if fringes could still

be found in the output plane. As one can see from fig 13,

fringes are still visible for 8° and 16° , although the
‘

fringes are quite distorted far from the center of the

diffraction pattern. The rotation of 30° yields a

structureless output.

So, it does seem this method of pattern comparison -

even with a purely physical visual detection system of

fringe analysis is much less sensitive to translation and

rotation of the input pattern than the matched spatial

filter method mentioned earlier. The interference method of

pattern comparison allows for translational errors of a few

millimeters, whereas the spatial filter system requires

accurate placement within a distance of microns. Also,

movement of both input patterns along the optical axis of

the Fourier lens does not show any elimination of fringes.

The pattern of diffraction in the output does change in

size, however. As long as both input images are fully

illuminated the incoming beam, interference will occur at

the back focal plane.
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4.4 Differences in Input Object Size

Diatoms can vary as much as 50% in size for a single

species. In this portion of the experiment, the reference

diatom's shape, cymbella, was scaled down to several smaller

sizes to create the "test" patterns for use in comparison

against the original. The reference and smaller test

patterns were compared to find out if the optical system is

sensitive to input size variations. The reference pattern

was reduced by about 9%, 42%, and 58%. Only for the 9%

reduction do fringes appear in the back focal plane, and

there are only a few low order fringes near the center of

the pattern (See fig. 14). Apparently, small differences

in the size of input objects do affect the system's

performance in detecting similar patterns by reducing

visibility. If this system is to be used for such

comparisons that require large ratios of object size,

possibly by displacing the larger signal in a direction away

from the lens, the size ratio can be reduced to a workable

level. Since the input signals are transparencies,

enlargements and reductions of the signals are relatively

easy to handle.

4.5 Computer Digitization and Averaging

Although it seems that visual detection of the fringe

pattern is an accurate means of determining the similarity
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of two patterns, an enhancement in threshold detection can

be implemented by digitizing the output Fraunhofer

diffraction distribution on a micro-computer. By

digitization, it is possible to average the Fourier pattern

along the direction parallel to the interference fringes,

and therefore distinguish the interference term from the

diffraction term of the Fourier distribution easily. The

averaged pattern will contain uniform fringes only in one

direction, eliminating extraneous patterns in the direction

perpendicular to the fringe pattern — for a comparison of

similar objects. When the objects are diverse, the averaged

pattern becomes a basically structureless distribution.

Numerical analyses can be made to determine the threshold of

contrast (by measuring relative intensity), when patterns

I are very similar.

Photographs recorded the Fraunhofer distributions for

the comparisons of section 4.2 and then were digitized

through a vidicon camera to an IBM micro-computer. The

level of illumination was controlled by the use of two flood

lamps, pointing towards the photographic print at 45°

angles. Alignment of the photographs had to be done

manually, using a black and white television monitor and the

micro-computer's cursor. Each photo was arranged so that

the fringes approximated the vertical axis of the television

II

I
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monitor. The averaging process starts through an operation

called "box filter". The average width of a fringe in pixel

units was determined, then length and width of a box was

chosen so that the width corresponds to the spacing of the

fringes. The program finds the average value of intensity

of the whole box and gives the whole box that value of

averaged intensity. After the averaging of the whole

distribution is completed, another average was done on the

result from the first boxfilter. This average along the

direction perpendicular to the fringe detail, blends

unimportant information. The second averaged result was

subtracted from the first to yield a high contrast colorful

set of fringes, if they existed.

If the input signals were displaced along the direction

perpendicular to that of the desired b, the resulting

rotated fringe pattern had to be corrected before any

averaging could be accomplished. Otherwise, the boxfilter

program would suppress any fringes that were not totally

vertical or totally horizontal. A sub-program named

"average" rotates a whole system of fringes any angle

between ((+«/2, -«/2)) from the horizontal. It is generally

easier to manually move the fringe pattern so that it is

parallel to the vertical axis by using the television

monitor and cursor.
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A quick count of fringes and a determination of

threshold for uniformity was done using a program called

"cslice". The graphics program allows the cursor to travel

from one end of the distribution pattern to the other end

while listing cursor positions and a range of intensity

values by color. The photographs in figures 15 to 20 are

the same fringe patterns shown earlier, but these were

digitized to the IBM micro—computer and averaged first using

a boxfilter of width,1 pixel; length, 21 pixels parallel to

the fringes, then averaged again using a boxfilter again of

width, 21 pixels and of length 1 pixel. The resulting

photographs were taken of the subtracted filters using

Kodacolor 100ASA film.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The experimental method of pattern comparison by

interferometry has been applied successfully to the

comparison of five different species of water algae, or

diatoms. When the reference signal was compared to a

similar test signal, the combined Fraunhofer diffraction

distribution exhibited a large number of uniform fringes.
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comparisions of unlike patterns - which made it easy to

determine when the reference and test patterns were similar.
The addition of. a structured noise pattern to two similar

patterns placed as input to the system detracts from the

regularity of the fringe pattern, but the evidence of some

. fringes in the output displays the existence of partial

similarity.

It has been shown that the interferometric method of

pattern comparison can discriminate patterns even when there

are relatively large translational errors and small

rotational errors. The flexibility of input placement is a

great advantage over the spatial filtering method of

comparison for it allowed for a quick determination of

pattern likeness. Also, placing the input behind the

Fourier transform lens increased flexibility of placement

while insuring inclusion of high spatial frequencies.

Although the optical system can discriminate between subject

inverses, such as the b-d dichotomy mention by Weinberger

and Almi7, there is a problem in handling patterns that have

a large difference in spatial size.
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The micro—computer can be a helpful tool when analyzing

the fringe pattern. Instead of digitizing the Fraunhofer

distribution from a photograph, an on-line vidicon camera

can record the pattern immediately. This might prove to be

disadvantageous when working with patterns that are

separated by a relatively large distance because the fringe

spacing decreases significantly. A photograph can be

enlarged to increase the fringe spacing, whereas the vidicon

can be limited in its resolution of the fringe pattern.

If more information about the similarity of input

patterns is necessary, the method of pattern interferometry

can be carried a step further. Rau4 Fourier transformed two

distributions simultaneously and detected the overlapping

diffraction pattern with a vidicon. The vidicon then

converts the spatial function to a temporal function, which

can be Fourier transformed electronically to end up with the

cross-correlation function of the two input patterns. This

is an alternative method if correlation data is required of

the system.

The interference system of pattern comparison has been

implemented to compare diatom patterns, letter characters,

and fingerprints accurately.7'l4°l5 These successful

applications lead to the idea of using this optical system
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for pattern comparisons of fish scales. Fish scales of many

different species show annular rings of growth with a higher

frequency framework pattern within these rings. The

frequency spectra can be pattern grouped according to age of

the fish from the same area. A comparison study of the

image processed digitized Fourier transforms of fish scales

was done by S.P. Almeidalg, et.al, using a personal

computer. Their results demonstrated good age
‘ discrimination between the scales in each age group of

fish. It would be nice to do a comparison of the same fish

scale images using an optical system of comparison for the

complete analysis to verify the computed results shown by

Almeidalg, et.al.

Another experiment that could apply to the method of .

optical pattern comparison by interferometry involves

reducing the size of a significantly larger test signal by

displacing it along the optical axis toward the focal plane.

While leaving the smaller reference pattern at its original

position. Care must be taken in keeping a constant distance

0 in between the signals.
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APPENDIX A

A set of sufficient conditions for the existence of the

Fourier transform as defined in (1) is the following:8

a. f must be absolutely integrable over the infinite x,y
plane.

b. f must have only a finite number of discontinuties
and a finite number of maxima and minima in any
finite rectangle.

c. f must have no infinite discontinuities.

It is often possible to find a meaningful transform of

functions that do not strictly satisfy these existence

conditions, as long as the functions can be defined as the

limit of a sequence of functions that are transformable.

The generalized Fourier transform is defined a the limit of

the sequence of transforms generated by the transform of

each member function of the defining sequence. The

generalized transform follows the same mathematics as the

former transform. ·

function transform

rect(x) — 1 [xls}! sinc(§)
0 otherwise

sinc(x) simrx rect(§)
7I’X

2 2 2 2@><p[·¤<x + Y )] @Xp[·¤<€ + n >]
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TWO DIMENSIONAL FOURIER TRANSFORM THEOREMS

Shift Theorem: if F{t(x,y)} = T(§,q), then F{t(x—a,y-b)} =

T(§,q)exp[-ie«(§a + qb)]. The translation of a function in

the space domain introduces a linear phase shift in the

frequency domain.

Convolution Theorem: if F{t(x,y)}=T(§,q) and F{h(x,y)}=H(§,q)

then

·¢D

The convolution of two functions in the space domain is the

same as multiplying their individual Fourier transforms.

Autocorrelation Theorem: if f{t(x,y)} = T(§,n), then

F{I[t(x,y)t*(x+x0,y+yo)dxdy} - |T($,n)|2.

Cross—correlation Theorem:
if F{t(><,y) }=T(€,n) and F(h(X,Y) }=H(€,n) I2,

then

F{H¤<x„y>h*<x + XC, y + y„,>d=<dy} -· T<€„n>H*<€,n>-
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APPENDIX B

Derivation of equation (25): let nbé-0,

A ikf ik/2f(x% + y§> 10
U -

——— e e [(1 + e )T+N]
ixf

2 . .A + 0 - 0eA2

2 2 . . A . . uk 2IA2

2 2 »~ »» 2I - §§f2{Acos (6)[Tl| +2cos0[(1-itan0)T N+(1+itan0)TN ]+|N| }

. 1- A-crossterms: s1nce Re(T N) - Re(TN )

and m(T*N) - ·Im(TN*)

let C - (1-itan9)T*N + (1 + itan0)TN*

C - (l·itan0)T*N + (1 + itan0)[Re(T*N) — Im(T*N)]

cA2

2 2 2 1 A 1
I- XYf2{&cos (0)|Tl[ + 2cos 0[Re(T N)(2—itan0)+Im(T N)(1 + itan0)]+|N|]

I- ;äE7[4cos (¤b§){|Tl| + (1- ———E———)Re(T N)+(%- tanbn§)Im(T N)} +|NF]
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